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Abstract
This paper explores methods for adapting fact001
verification models to real-world scenarios002
that require spatial and temporal inference. As003
a case study, we search for evidence on govern-004
ments’ responses to the COVID-19 pandemic.005
We demonstrate that existing fact verification006
models perform poorly when the verification007
requires reasoning about spatiotemporal infor-008
mation. The suggested techniques lead to great009
improvements and we recommend implement-010
ing them for such uses.011

1 Introduction012

During the COVID-19 pandemic, it became im-013

perative to follow the progress of the disease si-014

multaneously in multiple locations and to compare015

the responses of different authorities in a variety016

of settings and conditions (Alam et al., 2021; Jin017

et al., 2021). However, since the pandemic was018

extensively covered in the media, following and019

gathering proof of any decisions or actions made020

by governments became extremely difficult.021

In this paper, we aim to find evidence of occur-022

rences of events in extremely large textual corpora023

for scenarios where the information being sought024

is timely and localized. We use the AYLIEN Coro-025

navirus Dataset1 as the extremely large text cor-026

pus that constitutes our search space and the in-027

formation we seek is evidence of actions taken by028

governments in their particular jurisdiction (thus029

localized) at a particular time (thus timely). For ex-030

ample we may want to verify the following claim:031

The government of Germany decided to restrict032

gatherings of 10 people or less from 2020-03-21033

to 2020-07-06. The events are extracted from the034

Oxford COVID-19 Government Response Tracker035

(Hale et al., 2020).036

The task of evidence finding and verification037

(Thorne et al., 2018) focuses on verifying a state-038

ment using retrieved potential evidence from a039

1https://aylien.com/blog/free-coronavirus-news-dataset

“EDMONTON – The province of Alberta said on
Sunday that there are another 69 cases of COVID-
19, bringing the provincial total to 1,250. There
were also three more COVID-19 deaths reported,
bringing the total to 23. The government did not
hold a press conference to update the numbers on
Sunday. Press conferences will resume Monday.”

Figure 1: Example of an article that reports the num-
ber of deaths and new cases of COVID-19. The spatial
(Canada) and temporal (April 5th-6th, 2020) informa-
tion cannot be inferred from the highlighted text.

large collection of texts. It differs from the tasks of 040

fact checking (Vlachos and Riedel, 2014), textual 041

entailment, and natural language inference (Dagan 042

et al., 2010; Bowman et al., 2015; Williams et al., 043

2018) where the goal is to label a certain statement 044

as true or entailed with respect to a given text. 045

In this study, we show that conventional methods 046

for retrieving documents and identifying textual 047

entailment used in fact verification are ineffective 048

when applied to the challenging and highly relevant 049

setting described above. See for example the article 050

in Figure 1 where the country and the dates are not 051

mentioned specifically in the text, hence cannot 052

be inferred. We propose improvements to these 053

processes in order to identify specific details in the 054

text that may otherwise be overlooked. 055

As a first step, all location-named-entities and 056

time expressions are automatically extracted to pro- 057

vide explicit spatial and temporal information to 058

each document, as described in §4. Then, we filter 059

out documents that are irrelevant either temporally 060

or spatially for each claim and continue with a 061

smaller collection of more relevant documents for 062

retrieval. This filtering is equivalent to setting hard 063

constraints for the retrieval algorithm. 064

Next, we choose the top-k ranked documents 065

for each claim (see details in §5) to form the input 066

for the entailment identification step. We argue 067
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that if A entails B then this could mean that A068

contains evidence for claim B. However, textual en-069

tailment methods in recent years are mostly trained070

on datasets where both the premise and the hypoth-071

esis are single sentences (Bowman et al., 2015;072

Williams et al., 2018; Khot et al., 2018; Eisensch-073

los et al., 2020). We adapt an entailment model that074

works and trained on sentence level to aggregate075

the outputs from each sentence to output a docu-076

ment level label and demonstrate that it performs077

similarly to models trained on long texts (See §6).078

The contribution of our work is in integrating079

temporally and spatially relevant signals to enhance080

the performance of retrieval and entailment meth-081

ods for evidence-finding and verification of claims082

that are time and location-specific. Although we083

perform relatively simple manipulations to existing084

methods, the improvements are substantial for this085

case study. We demonstrate the effectiveness of086

our proposed methods by comparing the responses087

of governments to the pandemic (§7).088

2 Related Work089

As a key task aimed at detecting false information090

and fake news, fact verification has received much091

attention from the NLP community (Nie et al.,092

2019a; Zhou et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019b; Zhang093

et al., 2020). Recent fact verification shared tasks094

use Wikipedia as the large corpus to extract the ev-095

idence from since the claims are general in nature096

(Thorne et al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2020; Aly et al.,097

2021; Eisenschlos et al., 2021). However, we are098

interested in finding evidence for occurrences of re-099

cent global events. To this end, we use the AYLIEN100

dataset, which contains content of world news arti-101

cles, better reflecting the purposes of this research.102

Furthermore, a key difference between common103

fact verification tasks and the one we study in this104

paper is that our claims include both spatial and105

temporal information that must be addressed in or-106

der to find evidence of their validity even if the107

information is not explicitly mentioned in the text.108

3 Datasets109

This paper uses two datasets to demonstrate how110

to seek evidence and verify it in the context of111

global policy responses to COVID-19. The first112

dataset, from which we extract the facts to be val-113

idated is the Oxford COVID-19 government re-114

sponse tracker (OxCGRT, Hale et al., 2020). This115

tool enables rigorous and consistent tracking and116

comparison of policies around the world. 117

The OxCGRT tool collects publicly available 118

information on 20 indicators of government re- 119

sponses. The indicators cover three topics: con- 120

tainment and closure policies, economic policies, 121

and health system policies. The dataset is orga- 122

nized in a table where for each country appears a 123

number indicating the level of severity of each of 124

the indicators by date. See example in Appendix B. 125

We formulate a list of claims containing the poli- 126

cies of 20 countries/states2 that represent diverse 127

countries of the world during the year of 2020. 128

Taking into account all 20 indicators, this template 129

is used to create the claims: The government of 130

[country/state name] decides to [indicator details] 131

on [date range]. 132

The second dataset, which is used as the corpus 133

for finding evidence, is the AYLIEN Coronavirus 134

Dataset. More than 1.5 Million news articles in En- 135

glish related to the pandemic were included in the 136

dataset since the outbreak began in November 2019 137

to July 2021. For the 20 countries/states selected 138

for this research we have made sure that there are 139

at least a few dozen articles to make up the search 140

space. The next section outlines the steps taken to 141

process the AYLIEN documents in order to identify 142

and verify the claims derived from OxCGRT. 143

4 Temporal and Spatial Filtering 144

We seek evidence to support claims on global gov- 145

ernment actions for the COVID-19 pandemic dur- 146

ing 2020. The actions are formulated as claims that 147

include spatial (name of country/state) and tempo- 148

ral (range of dates) information. 149

AYLIEN articles are annotated with publication 150

time and publication source location (e.g., The New 151

York Times is published in New York). However, 152

we argue that this temporal and spatial informa- 153

tion is insufficient to achieve our goal of evidence- 154

finding and verification as the text can describe 155

events that happened in locations other than the 156

publication site as well as events that did not take 157

place at the date of publication, but rather in the 158

past (or in the future). 159

Temporal Annotations: Every document is an- 160

notated with a time frame that describes the range 161

2North America: New York, California, Florida, Canada.
South America: Mexico, Chile. Europe: Italy, France, Russia,
England, Germany. Asia: China, India, Oman, Israel, Iran,
Japan. Africa: South Africa, Nigeria. Australia and Oceania:
Australia, New Zealand.
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of dates it refers to. To begin, we create a list of162

time expressions (e.g., yesterday, tomorrow, etc.163

See Appendix A for a complete list) and then iden-164

tify which of them appear in the document. Next,165

we annotate these time expressions with the date166

they refer to using the publication date of the article167

as an anchor. For instance, if the text refers to an168

event that will occur the day after tomorrow and169

the publication date is October 24th, 2020, then170

the time phrase “day after tomorrow” will be anno-171

tated with October 26th, 2020. Finally, we assign172

each document the relevant date range based on the173

dates mentioned in the article. Time expressions174

appeared in 1503405 out of 1673353 articles in the175

dataset, i.e., in 89.84% of the articles.176

Spatial annotations: The documents are177

grouped by country or state based on the location178

entities mentioned in them (a document may179

appear in more than one cluster). We first identify180

all of the LOCATION entities using the NER tool181

of Guo and Roth (2021). We then check if the182

location entity appears in a list of countries and183

states derived from the OxCGRT table. If it does184

not, meaning that it might be a settlement such as185

a city, we associate it with a country/state based186

on a list of cities and towns that we have extracted187

from Wikipedia for each country/state.188

Filtering: Each document in the original corpus189

is annotated with both temporal and spatial infor-190

mation, including the range of dates and locations191

(to the state/country level) that are discussed in the192

document. By filtering out documents that do not193

pertain to the time and the geographical entity of194

each claim, we create a search space for the re-195

trieval step. This filtering process is equivalent to196

forcing the retrieval algorithm to only return docu-197

ments that are spatiotemporally accurate. Despite198

this effort, there may still be irrelevant documents.199

E.g., Georgia is both a state in the USA and a coun-200

try located at the intersection of eastern Europe and201

western Asia. In this case, we would add the docu-202

ment discussing Georgia to both search spaces and203

would have to rely on the retrieval and entailment204

mechanisms to resolve the ambiguity.205

5 Retrieval206

Generally, fact verification systems consist of three207

components: document retrieval, sentence selec-208

tion, and textual entailment. We next compare the209

performance of existing document retrieval meth-210

Emb BM25
Filtered Unfiltered Filtered Unfiltered

k=1 0.25 0 0.16 0
k=5 0.5 0.16 0.5 0.16
k=10 0.67 0.16 0.5 0.33

Table 1: Retrieval results. The values in the table are
the percentage of HITS@k for Emb and BM25. The
results are for the cases where the corpus was filtered
and unfiltered.

Figure 2: Error analysis for retrieval. The dot-
ted/striped columns are the percentage of topic/location
irrelevant retrieved documents.

ods when utilizing the original corpus and the fil- 211

tered corpus. 212

Methods: We experiment with two retrieval 213

methods. The first is Okapi-BM25, which is a 214

bag-of-words method that ranks a set of documents 215

based on the query terms appearing in each doc- 216

ument, regardless of their proximity within the 217

document3. The second is an embedding-based 218

method for retrieval (denoted as Emb) in which the 219

documents and the claims are embedded and then 220

the ranking is held by solving a nearest neighbor 221

search problem in the embedding space. We apply 222

the method of Wu et al. (2018)4. 223

Results: To evaluate the retrieval methods, we 224

manually annotated the top 10 documents retrieved 225

from each method in the filtered and unfiltered case 226

for 12 claims that were randomly sampled (overall 227

480 documents were annotated with entailed/not- 228

entailed labels). Table 1 presents the results. Addi- 229

tionally, we conducted an error analysis (see Fig- 230

ure 2) that classified the documents retrieved ac- 231

cording to the types of errors – topic, location, or 232

both. Temporal errors were not annotated since 233

the dates are mostly not mentioned in the text, but 234

3We use the Python implementation of rank_bm25 (Robert-
son et al., 1995) imported from BM25Okapi package.

4https://github.com/facebookresearch/
StarSpace
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Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1
DocNLI 0.31 0.1 0.73 0.18
BERT 0.82 0.12 0.12 0.12
ANLI 0.88 0.33 0.14 0.20

Table 2: Entailment results. The performance of Doc-
NLI, BERT, and ANLI entailment models for the top-
10 retrieved documents from all retrieval models in
both filtered and unfiltered cases.

are mentioned or inferred based on the meta-data235

(publication date).236

For both retrieval methods, the results are sub-237

stantially better in the filtered scenario with a gap238

ranging from 0.16 to 0.51 in the percentage of hits.239

Due to the fact that the filtered corpus contains a240

higher percentage of relevant documents than the241

unfiltered one, finding relevant content becomes242

easier. In the filtered scenario, Emb outperforms243

BM25, but not in the unfiltered scenario. The error244

analysis indicates that Emb made fewer mistakes245

with regard to the topic of the claims than BM25246

in both the filtered and unfiltered cases. The error247

analysis also reveals that the filtering process pre-248

vents most errors concerning spatial information.249

6 Entailment250

We compare three textual entailment models for251

predicting a binary label (entailed/not entailed).252

One model is trained on single-sentence inputs and253

the other two are trained on inputs of varied lengths.254

Methods: The first model is BERT-Based (De-255

vlin et al., 2019) that is trained on an argument256

mining dataset from IBM debater (Ein-Dor et al.,257

2020) (denoted as BERT). This model’s input is258

limited in length, hence we only send it single sen-259

tences as premise and hypothesis at a time. To260

determine if the entire text entails the claim we261

look for at least one positive response. The Sec-262

ond system is a RoBERTa-based architecture (Liu263

et al., 2019a) that is trained on the DocNLI corpus264

(Yin et al., 2021). This corpus consists of multiple265

genres and multiple ranges of length documents in266

both premises and hypotheses. The third model is267

another RoBERTa-based model trained on Adver-268

sarial NLI (ANLI, Nie et al., 2019b).269

Results: Based on our annotations for the re-270

trieval part, we calculate accuracy, precision, recall,271

and F1 scores for each of the entailment models.272

The results are shown in Table 2.273

The best performing method is ANLI with 0.2 F1274

score and 0.88 accuracy. Since the labels are very 275

unbalanced (49 entailments out of 480 documents), 276

the precision is critical to determine which method 277

performs best. In this case it is also ANLI with 278

0.33 precision score. 279

The next section demonstrates how the best per- 280

forming retrieval and entailment methods, together 281

with the filtering adjustments can be used to finding 282

evidence in a real-world scenario. 283

7 Case Study: Comparison between 284

Germany and Nigeria 285

We compare the responses of developing and devel- 286

oped countries to the outbreak of COVID-19 in the 287

first three months of 2020. As representatives of 288

developing and developed countries, we selected 289

Nigeria and Germany at random. 290

We were able to extract from OxCGRT 52 claims 291

of government actions for Nigeria and 68 claims 292

for Germany for the relevant time period. One 293

possible reason for the difference in the number 294

of actions is Germany’s extensive global media 295

coverage. Another explanation is Nigerian gov- 296

ernment being less proactive during that period of 297

time. By applying our methods on the claims from 298

both countries we can determine which explanation 299

is more plausible. 300

Using the best methods for retrieval and entail- 301

ment in the filtered case (Emb for retrieval and 302

ANLI for entailment) we were able to verify 8 303

claims for Nigeria and 7 claims for Germany. That 304

is, 36.3%/22.5% of the claims were verified for 305

Nigeria/Germany, respectively. According to this, 306

there is no significant difference between govern- 307

ment response times and the number of actions 308

taken. This finding supports the explanation that 309

the difference in the number of claims originates 310

from the global report bias toward Germany and 311

not from Nigeria being less proactive. More results 312

and comparisons to the unfiltered case appear in 313

Appendix C. 314

8 Conclusion 315

We present methods for enhancing fact verification 316

methods to be applicable for finding evidence for 317

claims requiring temporal and spatial inferences. 318

We demonstrate the benefits of these adjustments 319

with a case study comparing global government 320

responses to the COVID-19 pandemic. 321
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9 Ethical Consideration322

Manual annotations were made by the first and323

second authors in order to evaluate the proposed324

methods. Both authors independently annotated325

the examples, and then discussed each example for326

which they disagreed until agreement was reached327

(as well as explaining why the final label is correct).328

We believe the annotation level is high, and there329

are no ethical issues associated with this process330

since the authors are NLP researchers, working331

independently, and all discrepancies were resolved.332

Labels for annotated data will be released upon333

acceptance of the paper.334
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A Temporal Expressions460

A list of temporal expressions and connectives used461

to annotate articles with the relevant time frame:462

Time expressions: “today”, “tomorrow”,463

“week”, “month”, “year”, “days”, “weeks”,464

“months”, “years”, “Sunday”, “Monday”, “Tues-465

day”, “Wednesday”, “Thursday”, “Friday”, “Sat-466

urday”, “January”, “February”, “March”, “April”,467

“May”, “June”, “July”, “August”, “September”,468

“October”, “November”, “December”.469

Time connectives: “before”, “after”, “ago”, “be-470

fore the”, “after the”, “start of the”, “end of the”,471

“earlier in the”, “later in the”, “earlier this”, “later472

this”, “earlier”, “later”, “following”, “previous”,473

“next”, “last”.474

Any combination of a time expression and time475

connective was detected and annotated based on476

simple mathematical operations using the publica-477

tion date as an anchor point.478

B OxCGRT Example 479

See Figure 3. 480

C Comparison between Nigeria and 481

Germany Responses 482

In this section, we present more results from our 483

case study comparing Nigeria and Germany with 484

regards to government responses to the COVID-19 485

pandemic during the first three months of 2020. 486

Figures 4 and 5 present timelines of the govern- 487

ment’s responses that we have been able to validate. 488

Both governments appear to have begun responding 489

actively to the epidemic around the end of February 490

2020, and the Nigerian government appears to have 491

acted more broadly than the German government. 492

We also utilized the BM25 retrieval and ANLI 493

entailment methods in the unfiltered case in order to 494

demonstrate the benefits of filtering. We managed 495

to verify 8 claims for Nigeria and 9 claims for Ger- 496

many. However, after further review, we found that 497

only one claim for Germany was correctly labeled, 498

and no claim for Nigeria, since the majority of ar- 499

ticles discussed other countries (i.e., were about 500

countries other than Germany and Nigeria). 501
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Figure 4: The government of Germany validated responses.

Figure 5: The government of Nigeria validated responses.
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